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Seven years ago
seems so distant
now. In those years
my mind has
expanded and
grown to a point
that I failed to
recognize my
historical outlook on
the past had
expanded beyond
Hopi Feathered Serpent Swastika (Herb Roe)
my wildest
expectations, until now. Barely weeks
into our third trip to Peru in search for
more connections to the land I first
heard of at the age of 9, the Land of
Mu, I still have an unquenchable thirst
for answers. We continue our search
James Churchward
for evidence of the deep rooted links
to the ancient Muvian layers of time. During our
last trip Annie and I looked at the possible
connections to the ancient world of 7 Periods of
Time and ended up with some valuable clues.

Clues that have taken months of digestion before
we even attempted to build a model that would
give us a glimpse of not only the ancient
civilization and the possibility that Mu was the
name of the planet but to one of the ancient Great
Cities of Mu, “Babylon the Great” (The Original)
Yes, our research does conflict somewhat with
James' location of Babylon. From the rise of the
Akkadians to the Chadeans then morphing into to
the Sumerians we find he is correct, however with
new evidence we question the historical account
on the location and myth we have before us of
Babylon and the Tower of Babel that Churchward
based part of his research on. I constantly remind
myself when I am studying works from that era in
time their manner of speaking and terminology
differs from the way we speak today so there is a
“translation” of sorts one must undertake to get the
mindset of the times.
Akkadian Empire gave rise to the
Our research path has taken The
Sumerians whom we give credits as if they
many directions in this search were the original Grandfathers of
Babylon. Babylon as we know it but not
for understanding the
the one called “Babylon the Great”
complexity of defining a world
that existed so long ago.
Personally I have followed my

own nose in my search for answers with as little
guidance as possible, however one of the first
steps I took in whether or not to accept the work of
James Churchward and spend a good portion of
my life connecting things he researched was ask
myself, “Is his research worthy of building a solid
foundation for the building blocks we can
assemble using his life's work as a model to build
from?” After investigating rather thoroughly, I
started looking into what made him spend his life's
fortune and 50 some odd years in search for the
evidence that Mu existed.
Lets take a look at what we are dealing with here.
James wasn't an average player on the field. He
can be best described as a Man for all Seasons, a
genius, in my book. He was an archaeologist,
geologist, metallurgist, painter, fisherman,
humanitarian, inventor (he invented NCV Steel,
Non-Corrosive Vanadium Steel used for armored
plating on ships during WWI.), husband and father.
In retrospect it seems James was a man that could
raise the hair on the wrong people's necks. He had
very large waves of attacks on his work, character
and abilities over the decades from his peers,
religious organizations and historians. In reflection

I believe jealousy and envy were among the main
motives behind the attacks and also to add the fact
he was undermining the accepted timeline with his
research threatened the Religious control over
history.
You might ask how his research can undermine
the Religious foundations of the faiths that believe
in God/Allah/Yahweh/. Of course you don't hear
James state anything as such but,,, if you do the
research behind his work like we have, you are left
without a doubt with an uneasy feeling in your
stomach. I am talking about religion here, not
one's belief in the Creator (s). Reflecting back I
can easily identify the key points that instilled
doubt in what I was taught in church, school and
mainstream history. From my first reading at nine
to my numerous readings that started 47 years
later, I can say those points at the early age
embedded themselves deeply into my
subconscious. They changed the course of my life
because it seems following that line of questions
went against the grain in what they were teaching
me and created friction between me and my
“Authorities”. The 1st sentence of the Lost
Continent of Mu hooked me because it landed like

a 10.0 earthquake and I didn't know whether to
close the book and move onto the next one in the
pile of adventure, myth and legends I had before
me. I chose to read on past “The Garden of Eden
was not in Asia but on a now sunken continent in
the Pacific Ocean.” By the time I read the whole
paragraph I was totally engulfed by the story as it
unfolded. I read till my eyes bled.

I call this the “Muvian Quadrangle” and somewhere in this vast area in the Pacific was once a
continent according to more than one Myth/Legend found globally. When we take into account the
theories we have on the table of the working models of Planetary Growth, Continental Drift and Plate
Tectonics they need to be reworked and reanalyzed with open minds. There are vast gaps of
understanding within the mechanics of an Expanding/Growing Planet even the experts can not tie a
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If the calculations are correct and the expansion started
in
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Northwhat we are today this vast area could possibly been home
when the Earth/Mu was 40% smaller than
America.
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a Floating
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without
a doubt.
These are not easy theories to wrap your head around so take
his
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Southwestern symbology, however that was just a
scratch on the surface of what remains hidden in
the historical layers of the Native American.

Over the course of 6 to 8

months I relied on my 2 sets of encyclopedias to
find the connections to what James presented and
I found my first link in the Britannica set. There
before me in Southwest America was a Hopi in a
war bonnet and shield with a Swastika on it!!! This
was the starting point of my interest in Symbology
and every time I see the Swastika I remember
when I first read the “Lost Continent of Mu” I lived
in what was still “Occupied Germany” in 1962.
Hitler's Swastika was the only one that I knew of
and it meant evil to me.

I have always held respect for the Native
Americans since my younger days. I never bought
the stereotyping Hollywood and racism had placed
on them especially in film. I would find out a family

secret at the age of 25, I am part Sioux and
Cherokee. Something I am very proud of,
especially since I have done my research. These
two “Tribes” have ancestors that go back to the
layers of Mu as do the Hopi. The symbology from
most of the North American tribes/confederations
have symbolic links to Mu.
Along my research path I found a link to a website
called the Orion Zone founded by Gary A. David, a
longtime researcher of Hopi myth/legend and the
man that
hypothesized
that the Star
Map of Orion
was used by the
Anasazi to plan
and build their
cities. An
awesome feat
Gary A. David proposes this is the Star Map of the Anasazi.
for uneducated
savages huh? Not only did they accomplish this
feat they did it in reverse, upside down of what
Orion is in the nighttime heavens. On the third
night during my last trip to Peru in 2014 I
discovered this fact and I was floored. I'll get into
the other links to the Orion Zone that led me to

Peru and Australia at another time. My research
path was starting to produce an image in my mind
that was not the one I was taught and created
some confusion until I finally accepted that
Mainstream was hiding the back door to Egyptian
Myth and ignoring the fact that the Egyptians, the
Mayax, came from Mu. I fully understood why the
Library of Alexander was destroyed and a certain
line in the New Testament was installed to keep
curious minds from wandering to far from the
“Teachings”. Loose quote “Satan put these
artifacts and submerged cities and all these things
here to confuse us and to lead us astray.” Like
Satan gave the Hopi and most other Cultures the
Swastika on the planet to confuse us? If that is the
case then I believe the “Priests” just Identified
themselves as this Satan for lying to the masses
all these centuries. Not only did he give this
Swastika to others but they were in reverse of the
one Hitler so proudly waved for his “Fatherland”.
(German archaeologist have been on the
Mu/Motherland search for a very long time,
coincidence?)
Following the evidence hidden within Symbology
and the trail of bastardizations I am now convinced

by what I have found over the past seven years
there is a major attempt to keep the Lost Continent
of Mu off the table. They are using the
Atlantis/Egypt conundrum to confuse the masses
and keep the uninformed from learning of Mu. Just
a mention here, there is an alternate crowd coming
out of Indonesia claiming the ancient land of
Sundaland was Atlantis. Sundaland is a land from
the time before the crust split up and created
Indonesia which when we take the known records
into account that had to be a long time after the
mountains had risen. That leads me to quote the
great researcher John Anthony West shared with
us; “Atlantis here, Atlantis there, Atlantis Goddam
everywhere”. The more I read and compile the
evidence I am convinced the planet was named
Mu and that is one reason for all the confusion.
Actually it is not the only reason for the confusion
literally, the coverup and denial from the
mainstream, religious and governmental
authorities is why this knowledge is being
suppressed. Suppression comes in many forms
besides denial so leave that door open for a while
in your understanding of how it is done and to what
measures the “History Mafia” will go to control the
truth.

While in the early days of rediscovery my interest
grew to a point I knew something big was missing
from the picture I was piecing together. When I
was presented with the works of Alfredo Gamarra
a Peruvian Archaeologist that studied for 60 years
the ancient connections to Peru by a fellow
researcher Jan Peter de Jong from Holland.
Jan lived
and worked
for 3 Years
in Ecuador
as an
Agronomist
working on Left to Right: Jan Peter de Jong, Jesus Gamarra, Anne Tittensor
an irrigation March 2013 @ Chinchero, Peru.
project and then moved to Cusco. In Cusco, Jan
worked in tourism and opened a successful pubrestaurant and travel agency which led him into
multi media production. I was through that
connection he met Jesus Gamarra who wanted to
do the documentary “the Cosmogony of the Three
Worlds” and in the 13 years Jan lived in Cusco he
became very good friends with Jesus Gamarra,
Alfredo's son.

The friendship
led to deeper
investigations
into Alfredo's
work, two
documentaries
and Jesus'
Gamarra's
book,
“Parawayso”
have been
produced so
far. In “the
Cosmogony of
the Three
Worlds” a
different picture
was drawn in
my minds eye
of some of
what
Churchward
wrote but,
thousands of
miles, oceans
and continents

away from where the historical and religious claims
that the Great City of Babylon was located. I
laughed and said that was probably a bit far off.
That was five years ago and after three trips to
Peru following the research I will have to say I like
my crow well done with lots of BBQ sauce. Sitting
in Cusco looking at Sacsayhuaman from my office
window writing this I see an ancient Navel of the
world. One of three or four we believe exist where
civilizations were born and spread globally, more
than once.
It takes time to see what the Gamarra's have laid
on the table for us to examine and decide upon as
the Churchward's have done in their research.
Combining the pieces that connect has been a
challenge and reveals a wormhole that goes both
ways in time, through the layers revealing times
long forgotten or plainly written out of history, from
what the evidence reveals. The latter seems to
have many exceptions to that assumption in my
opinion. There are cultures that adapted the oral
historical traditions into their cultures and went to
great lengths to insure their history was carried
forward. I believe the Aboriginals of Australia have
the best known oral history they call the

Dreamtime. There is another one that we have
discovered that has that deep tradition, the
Quechua of Peru. Some of the Communities have
been on the move for over 500 years just one step
in front of discovery and carry a story I would love
to hear fully, maybe someday I will be honored
with hearing half of it. So far from what has been
kindly shared with me and what I have researched,
I know Peru has much yet to reveal to us. The
connections to Mu keep surfacing daily as we start
building this model of understanding of how things
are so wrong in our view of the very deep past. It is
time to step
back and add
in the
information
we have now
that neither
James nor
Alfredo could
have possibly
known in their
time. They
both knew however that there was more to the
picture than met the eye.

What should we consider to add? is the first
question that popped into my mind. There are so
many theories out in the alternative understanding
that has been generated out of a few mindsets.
Alfredo Gamarra describes a set of possibilities
that seems to
connect to the
Churchward research
and that is the “Three
Worlds”, worlds with
different calendar
lengths, lesser gravity
densities and orbits.
The first world (Hanan
Pacha) was 225 days,
the Second (Uran
Pacha) was 260 days and the present one (Ukun
Pacha) at 365 calender days. That is a mighty big
spread of time to explain but when we take what
Churchward says about Mu in the LCoM and the
three major catastrophes she endured, we have to
open our minds to possibilities beyond our present
models that are used to explain the inertia forces
behind major cataclysmic events. Yes we know an
asteroid makes a hole and sets the world on fire
but what do these ancient impacts have to do with

today? Of course at this time we have to
incorporate some other theories that have
cemented themselves in our understanding of the
deep past. We no longer think in hundreds of
thousands of years searching for the beginnings of
the Muvian Layers of time, we are talking millions
of years back in that time tunnel. I place myself in
the middle of theories like the “Growing Earth”
theory very similar to Neal Adams' “Expanding
Earth” theory. You see the planet is not only
expanding but it is adding mass according to the
research presented so far. I also align myself with
researcher and author, Stephen Hurrell, who
presents an excellent case on why the dinosaurs
were able to exist for so long on the planet at their
weight and size. Of course we have to take the
work of John Hapgood and James Maxlow along
to explain the complex mechanism of planetary
growth. A new and promising theory put forth by a
researcher named Peter Woodhead is mind
expanding to say the least because at this stage of
the game, nothing is truly impossible. Everyone I
mention in this article can be found on Youtube
and pop up on a Google Search so if you are on
the research trail I believe the leads I have
provided open the doors to a better understanding

of what is behind the theories and research
presented by these two men Alfredo Gamarra and
James Churchward.
Upon closing this article I wish to thank
everybody for all their help and support in our
search for understanding Mu. The artifacts and
global symbology that has been assembled and
presented are without a doubt keys to times
millions of years old. Our ancient history is being
revealed to us and we need to continue to put the
information in the proper layers and allow
alternative theories to be used to explain what
some of us are seeing. As Klaus Dona says, “We
keep digging for answers only to find more
questions”. So lets keep digging and set the
records straight.
Special thanks to Jack E. Churchward for his
diligent efforts to keep the work of James' in the
research arena by reintroducing it on
http://www.my-mu.com/ That also goes for Jesus
Gamarra and Jan Peter de Jong in their drive to
bring the Gamarra research into the fold.

Jesus Gamarra and I having a chat sitting in one of the oddly placed “Hanan Pacha” seats at the
Zone-X. Jesus named the site this back in the 1960's. And I'll tell you, it is a Zone-X for sure.
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Kind Regards, Bob Newton
The Rogue Researcher
For more from The Rogue Researcher please visit:
https://therogueresearcher.wordpress.com/
Facebook @:

https://www.facebook.com/The-RogueResearcher-1511486465772966/?fref=ts
USOKS~Search for Mu
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1163559419049
05/
***More links to helpful information in the search
for the ancient world of Mu.
Anne Tittensor Independent Researcher @:
https://www.facebook.com/Anne-TittensorIndependent-Researcher-114497892223632/?
fref=ts
Jan Peter de Jong @:
http://www.ancient-mysteries-explained.com/
Facebook page @:
https://www.facebook.com/Jan-Peter-de-JongsAncient-Mysteries-1516037738679403/?fref=ts
Gary A David @:
http://www.theorionzone.com/
James Churchward's Facebook Page @:
https://www.facebook.com/Churchward.James/

Alfredo Gamarra's Facebook Page @:
https://www.facebook.com/TheDiscoveriesOfAlfred
oGamarra/?fref=ts

